


Quality is an important word at King Kutter. It’s who we are. It’s what we do. It’s the equipment we build. Landscapers, 

Nursery Owners, Farmers, and Homeowners can get the job done fast, and do a job they can be proud of with Landscape 

Equipment from King Kutter.

Landscape your property, build and maintain roads, aerate your lawn, move piles of dirt, or prepare to lay sod with King 

Kutter Landscaping Equipment. King Kutter Box Blades, Landscape Rakes, Dirt Scoops, and Dual Edge Land Graders, are 

designed, built, and manufactured to last. We have four styles of Box Blades including the standard BB Series, the 

Professional and Hinged Back models, and the XB Sub-Compact units. King Kutter also has three styles of Landscape 

Rakes: the Tubular Frame models, which feature our patented kickstand, a Professional Series, and the XB models 

designed specifically for Sub-Compact tractors.

Model shown: DEG-72

Scoop Dirt





King Kutter’s Tubular Framed Landscape Rakes are designed with a Cat. 1, 

3-pt. quick hitch compatible hitch, great for professional landscapers, 

farmers, and homeowners. The standard kickstand makes it quick and 

easy to hookup to a Cat. 1, 3-pt. quick hitch compatible hitch or standard 

3-pt hitch. King Kutter’s Tubular Frame Landscape Rakes can handle your 

toughest job for many years to come. The TYR-96 model has extra bracing.

Choose from four sizes:

60”, 72”, 84” & 96“ Tubular Framed Landscape Rakes - Cat. 1, 3-pt. 

quick hitch compatible hitch, reinforced tubular frame, individual 

mounted heat treated spring steel tines, 4” x 4” angle beam tine 

frame, 5 forward and reverse angle settings.

(Models: TYR-60, TYR-72, TYR-84 & TYR-96)

King Kutter’s Professional Landscape Rakes are ideal for professional 

contractors and farmers for those demanding jobs where not just any 

tool will do.  The industrial tube frame with a Cat. 1, 3-pt. quick hitch 

compatible hitch is ideal for use with most Cat 1 quick hitch systems. 

So whether you are removing debris before laying sod, or renovating a 

driveway, this tool is ideal for you.

Choose from four sizes:

60”, 72”, 84” & 96“ Professional Landscape Rakes - Cat. 1, 3-pt. 

quick hitch compatible hitch, industrial tube frame, individual 

mounted heat treated spring steel tines, 4” x 4” angle beam tine 

frame, 5 forward and reverse angle settings.

(Models: YR-G-60, YR-G-72, YR-G-84, & YR-G-96)

Tubular Framed Landscape Rakes Professional Landscape Rakes

Patented Kick Stand



King Kutter’s box blades are designed for the farmer, contractor, and professional landscaper in mind. All feature an all welded “A” frame that is 

Cat. 1 quick hitch compatible with a clevis hitch. The Professional Box Blades has extra gussets for added strength. The Hinged Back Box Blade 

has a rear cutting edge that will hinge upward to prevent soil build up and allows for a deeper penetration. It also features 3/8” thick endplates 

for additional strength.

Standard Box Blades Professional Box Blades Hinged Back Box Blades

Choose from six sizes:
48” - 96“ Box Blades - all welded, 
Cat. 1 quick hitch compatible 3-pt. 
hitch, replaceable ripper teeth, formed 
self-cleaning moldboard, replaceable 
cutting edges (front & rear), 4”x4“ 
square box shank housing.

(Models: BB-48, BB-60, BB-66, BB-72, 
BB-84 & BB-96)

Choose from six sizes:
48” - 96“ Heavy, all welded, Cat. 1 
quick hitch compatible 3-pt. hitch, 
replaceable ripper teeth, replaceable 
cutting edges (front & rear), 4”x4“ 
square box shank housing, clevis-type 
lower hitch brackets.

(Models: BB-G-48, BB-G-60, BB-G-66, 
BB-G-72, BB-G-84, & BB-G-96.

Choose from four sizes:
60” - 96“ Heavy, all welded, Cat. 1 
quick hitch compatible 3-pt. hitch, 
replaceable ripper teeth, replaceable 
cutting edges (front & rear), 4”x4“ 
square box shank housing, clevis-type 
lower hitch brackets, and hinged rear 
cutting setting.

(Models: H-BB-60, H-BB-72, H-BB-84, 
& H-BB-96)

Standard Box Blades Professional Box Blades Hinged Back Box Blades



Gauge Wheels are available.

All Welded A Frame
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